Magnetic resonance imaging in the evaluation of lung cancer.
MRI is used most efficaciously in the evaluation of patients with bronchogenic carcinoma when employed as a tailored examination designed to answer specific questions relevant to patient management. CT continues to be used more generally in staging lung cancer when imaging beyond conventional chest radiography is required. Specific areas in which MRI can provide important and unique information (which may supplement a CT study) include the following: (1) evaluation of the local extent of superior sulcus tumors, and (2) distinction between stage IIIA (resectable) and stage IIIB (unresectable) tumors. Confirmation of tumor invasion of major mediastinal structures is necessary before depriving a patient of potential curative resection. MRI may contribute important information when CT findings are indefinite, particularly with regard to invasion of major cardiovascular structures (eg, superior vena cava, pulmonary artery, pericardium, and heart); invasion of the tracheal carina or bilateral involvement of main bronchi; and the presence of contralateral mediastinal or hilar lymphadenopathy. MRI should be considered as a primary imaging modality to evaluate central tumors in patients for whom intravenous contrast agents are contraindicated, and as a problem-solving modality when CT is inconclusive in the detection of a possible hilar or mediastinal mass. Other specific applications of MRI include the identification of tumor recurrence in the presence of radiation fibrosis, assessment of the extent of chest wall invasion of peripheral lung tumors, and the noninvasive characterization of adrenal masses. The scope of these MRI applications in patients with lung cancer may expand in the future with refinements in motion suppression techniques, implementation of ultrafast MRI (using variations of the echoplanar method), and further development of MRI spectroscopy and MRI contrast agents.